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WEDNESDAY MARCH 18TH 
Metro Headquarters, Bruck 13, Strasse 1, 40235, Dusseldorf, Germany 

10:30am Arrivals and Coffee at Metro Head Office 

11.00am Welcome, Agenda Overview & Meeting Expectations – John Fonteijn, Aholdelhaize 

11.15am 

NRF Big Show (New York) and EuroShop (Dusseldorf) Highlights – Group 

Group members, who individually or at a corporate level, went to these two major retail industry events will share 
their highlights and the emerging themes they consider relevant to those with responsibility for managing retail 
losses.  

11.45am 

Shrink – 2020 Headwinds & Tailwinds – Colin Peacock 

Previous group discussions and research have demonstrated how some of the choices made by retail organizations, 
such as introducing self-checkout systems, can and do create additional shrink, and thus, like a headwind, make 
achieving lower levels of loss more challenging. In this session, the Group will identify both the types of headwinds 
they are seeing in their businesses and potentially the prevailing tailwinds as well, which may be making the 
management of losses a little less challenging. 

12.30pm Lunch 

1.30pm Metro C&C Global Operations Overview – Pavel Ryukhov, Head of Store Operations, Global Sales, Metro AG 

1 .45pm Metro Germany – Overview of Loss Prevention Projects – Stefan During, Head of Operations, Germany 

2 .15pm 

Hosted Store Visits 

In small groups of 3-4, participants will visit 4-5 zones in selected stores to learn how specific loss prevention 
challenges are managed. Examples of the zones to be visited include the store associate notice board area (loss 
communication, scorecards, etc), the receiving dock (especially DSD vendors), back room, hot categories (Health & 
Beauty, Spirits, Deli and Production Counters), traditional/self-checkout areas (controls), guarding and security, and 
product returns. 

4 .15pm Return from Store Visits & Coffee 

4 .30pm 

Hosted Store Visit Reviews – facilitated by Colin Peacock 

Each group will be given the opportunity to reflect on what they saw in each zone, with a view to summarizing: 1) 
what inspired them; 2) what they might take away and consider for use in their own organization; and 3) useful 
feedback that Pavel and his team can utilize in the future. 

5 .15pm 

Group Communications & New Podcast Series – facilitated by Colin Peacock 

This Group is celebrating its 21st birthday in 2020; this session will be a discussion on what has been achieved to 
date, and new plans for communicating the work that we do to an ever-growing audience of engaged retailers, CPGs 
and academics.  

6 .00pm 

Networking Event  

Group will enjoy an informal stand-up German style get together, with local drinks and street food. 

9 .00pm  Close 



 
 

 

ECR Community Shrink & OSA Group Meeting – Dusseldorf 
March 18th & 19th 2020 

THURSDAY MARCH 19TH          
Metro Headquarters, Bruck 13, Strasse 1, 40235, Dusseldorf, Germany 

8.30am Arrivals, Coffee and Light Breakfast 

9:00am Day 1 Recap and Day 2 Agenda Overview – John Fonteijn, Aholdelhaize 

9.15am 

Inventory Record Accuracy – Counting the Value – Mubeen Ali, Waitrose 

One conclusion from the ECR research on Inventory Record Accuracy was for retailers to investigate whether 
a higher frequency of counting would deliver a positive return on investment. Acting on this insight, Waitrose 
have in the last 12 months increased the frequency of counting and seen very positive results. In this session, 
they will explain their programme, their results and their ideas on how to optimise going forward.  

10.00am 

Inventory Record Accuracy – Round Table Discussion  

How does the programme presented by Mubeen compare to the way your organisation thinks about the role of, and 
return on investment in, inventory counts? What inspired you from the presentation? What might you take back to 
your organisation to discuss possible reapplication? And finally, what feedback and ideas would you give to Mubeen 
as he seeks to optimise his count programme in 2020?   

10.45am Coffee 

11.00am 

Distribution Centre Pick Accuracy Research – Dr Kate Bailey, Warwick University  

Based on case studies with five retailers and an online survey of 30+ retailer supply chain leaders, Kate will present 
her findings on the different methodologies retailers adopt to measure Pick Accuracy, the methods and controls they 
deploy to keep picks accurate, and then finally, how organisations shape their reward and recognition systems to 
deliver pick accuracy. Concluding, Kate will present some practical recommendations for retailers to consider.  

11.45am 
Distribution Centre Pick Accuracy Round Table 

Groups will discuss what was new, what was relevant and what they could action in their own organisation based on 
the information and insights shared by Kate. 

12.30pm Lunch 

1.00pm 

Loss Prevention Leadership – Walter Palmer, RILA 

The ever changing retail landscape – more omni-channel, hyper-competitiveness, increased importance of supply 
chain, fulfilment centres, and delivery, a constant flow of new technologies, together with a broadening definition of 
what is meant by retail loss, with increased scope of work and greater emphasis on data, are having a considerable 
effect on retail businesses. Despite all of this, LP teams continue to see a squeeze on head office and store FTEs, 
while getting ever less support from law enforcement and the judiciary. Inevitably, these changes are negatively 
impacting upon how retailers approach the management of retail loss.  

One of the core decisions is the choice of leader, and the value of this position being filled either by a career 
professional specialist in loss prevention or a senior leader from another part of the business. In this review 
comparing how USA and EU retailers are addressing these changes, Walter will lead a session that will challenge 
the Group to reflect on how they are currently organised and the likely changes in the future . The session should 
help participants bring back to their organisation new thinking and benchmark data that can stimulate internal 
discussions on these issues. 

2.15pm 
ECR Work & Research Plan 2020 – Colin Peacock 

This session will present the planned activities of the Group in 2020, including the research agenda, future meeting 
dates and specialist workshops and dissemination activities. 

2.45pm Wrap Up, Date of Next Meetings, Expectations Review, Next Steps and Goodbyes… 

3.00pm Close (Dusseldorf airport is 20 minutes from the Metro HQ Offices by taxi) 

 


